Complete entrance solutions
for Distribution & Logistics
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems

The smartest way to solve the puzzle
Your distribution and logistics business is a complicated puzzle, with goods in constant
motion and no room for things to be out of place. ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems
has the tools to solve the challenge, from innovative entrance systems to smart
maintenance and modernization packages. Our expertise makes the difference when
your business is moving goods in or out.
On time and on target
In a business where efficiency is key, your entrance
systems are more than just a way in or out. They’re a
key component of making things happen when and
where they should.
When you can rely on your entrances, life is easier for
your employees, who can more quickly and easily get the
right goods on the right vehicle. For entrance systems
that simplify operations and safeguard your uptime, you
can rely on ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems
Secure and assured
With so much in motion, your business needs extra
protection. Not only for the goods themselves, but also
for the equipment that handles them.
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems offers many levels
of security. For sensitive goods, we offer solutions
that maintain hygiene, plus energy-efficient ways to
preserve the cold chain.
Added peace of mind comes from knowing your
equipment will work, thanks to a rugged construction
that handles the inevitable bumps and scrapes.
Safe, comfortable and convenient
Your goods aren’t all that need looking after. To get the
job done, your employees need a sound environment
where their safety comes first.
Solutions from ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems are
built to fulfill all relevant regulations, and the same
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energy efficiency that protects your goods helps
ensure a comfortable workplace.
But it goes much farther than that. With many
smart features that mitigate hazards and prevent
human error, our solutions keep your workforce safe
and productive.
Sustainable in every regard
Managing the barrier between heat and cold isn’t
just a matter of comfort. It’s a way to cut energy use
and CO2 emissions, which protects the environment
and keeps your costs in check. ASSA ABLOY Entrance
Systems can help you achieve energy efficiency,
not only through tight-sealing and well-insulated
products, but also through expertise, maintenance and
modernization.
Working with us, you have a long-term and
complete solution for reducing your impact and
costs. That’s not only environmentally sustainable, but
financially sustainable as well.
Ideal from start to finish
Best of all, ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems is a one-stop
shop to support you wherever you are in the
distribution chain. From building and equipping a new
facility to optimizing its ongoing operation, we have
the solutions and knowledge to keep things moving.

From products to solutions
Choosing the proper products for a particular application can make a real
difference. However, when innovative products are combined, the benefits to your
operations can be significant. A few examples can be found here.
Energy savings
Foamed-in-place polyurethane insulated doors deliver
thermal efficiency to warehouses and distribution
centers where temperature regulation and energy
savings are a priority. Designed for excellent interior
climate control and maximum performance, insulated
doors also provide strength and security.
Polyurethane insulation bonds the front and back
steel panels as one unit, preventing the transfer of heat
or cold to the interior of the door and your building.
Available in three gauges of steel, our most energy
efficient doors also provide you with an outstanding
strength to weight ratio.
Insulated high performance doors are the ideal
solution for lowering energy costs in high-traffic
areas. Cold storage doors are designed to enhance
safety, improve productivity, reduce energy costs and
decrease maintenance costs in climate controlled
environments.

Tough conditions
We offer you entrance solutions that thrive in tough
commercial and industrial environments. From
rugged sectional doors constructed of heavy gauge
steel and heavy-duty components to impactable
doors designed to prevent damage to panels and
track when the inevitable accidents happen, we
provide you with a variety of products to protect
your goods, your equipment and your bottom line.
Time is money
In your business, moving material, vehicles and
people faster and more efficiently means happier
customers and bigger profits. High speed door
solutions are available for interior and exterior
applications. Rapid opening speeds, reliable
operating systems, advanced safety systems and
our expert technical support can help keep traffic
flowing smoothly throughout your building.

ASSA ABLOY, Besam, Crawford, TKO, Albany and Megadoor, as words and logotypes, are examples of trademarks owned by
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems or companies within the ASSA ABLOY Group.
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Keeping it all running smoothly
More than 50 years as a manufacturer of doors lay
the foundation for our uniquely tailored service solutions.
Our service capabilities
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems is not only the world’s
most comprehensive supplier of entrance automation
solutions, but also a single partner for every aspect of
their use. Our professional technicians are trained and
certified to perform any service or repair required on
your door – no matter what the entrance system or
brand.
With the carefully selected stock of common spare
parts in our service vehicles, our technicians are able to
solve most problems on their very first visit. Just a phone
call or mouse click away, they can be counted on for expert
advice and quick dispatch in the event of an emergency.

Planned maintenance programs
Maintenance and service aren’t about what you get.
They’re about what you avoid: failures, accidents, losses
and unplanned interruptions. A planned maintenance
program is the key to extending the life of your
equipment and avoiding problems before they occur.
Pro-Active Care programs from ASSA ABLOY
Entrance Systems include planned maintenance visits
according to your needs and budget. Your equipment
gets the regular attention it needs, including the
change of wear parts before they break.
No matter which plan you choose, we keep
you up-to-date on your equipment’s service level.

With an eye on tomorrow’s needs
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems is well prepared to help you meet your business
challenges – both present and future.
Upgrades and modernization
Safety standards and other regulations are
constantly developing, just as the requirements of your
distribution business can change over time.
We can help you upgrade or modernize your door
systems when the need arises, often through
convenient standardized packages.
Our technicians are qualified and willing to
advise you. Not only can they help you ensure
regulatory compliance, they can also inform you of
new innovations and smart new functions. These can
improve your equipment in many areas, from safety
and security to automation and energy efficiency.
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Lost energy is one of the key factors lying “hidden”
behind the opening and closing of your doors.
Anything that saves energy has a positive impact on
your bottom line, as well as on the environment.
Our tight-sealing and well-insulated products
save considerable energy, and our planned
maintenance can save even more. Ensuring fewer
breakdowns contributes to a more stable interior
climate, which benefits your goods and keeps energy
losses to a minimum.
By sustaining the top performance of your doors ,
you make your business more sustainable as well.
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Pedestrian doors
Besam sliding door operator
Sleek and quiet, this sliding
door operator with Besam EcoDoor
seals combines intelligent traffic
optimization with superior energy
savings.
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High-performance doors
Albany internal
high-performance door
This high-performance door
has a modern design with
aluminum side frames and offers
customizable features such as
automatic door opening.

Albany rigid & insulated
high-performance door
This rigid, high-performance
roll door is suitable for external
and internal applications where
optimal insulation and energy
efficiency are needed.

Albany rigid highperformance door
This rigid, high-performance roll
door is suitable for external and
internal applications where access
control and high security are
mandatory.

Albany internal/external
high-performance door
Featuring an economical design
for larger door openings, this
manually operated door has
knockout capabilities to reduce
impact cost.
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Commercial and Industrial doors
Crawford overhead
sectional door
Overhead sectional doors provide
access control for large openings with
robust, durable and energy efficient
options. A variety of lift applications
ensure optimum operation even in
areas with limited headroom.
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TKO impactable dock doors
Designed to take the abuse
that occurs on the loading dock and
to help facilities realize substantial
energy savings and reduce
maintenance costs.
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Making it all come together
Investing in and building a new distribution and logistics facility involves its own range
of special challenges. With our unique capabilities, ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems is an
ideal partner for the work ahead and can help get the job done on time. We can help
ensure that the finished result pays off for many years to come.
Advantages to build on
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems is a complete partner
for everything to do with entrance automation. In
additional to our exceptional range of products, we
have the knowledge and expertise to support you with
the right recommendations.
Within our portfolio, you’ll find a wide range
of solutions to make your job easier and more
economical. These include full units comprising all
relevant components.
Whatever solutions you choose, you can count
on accurate and efficient delivery, thanks to a reliable
supply chain with hubs throughout USA.
Leadership on site
Meeting your budget and your customer’s
expectations isn’t only a matter of choosing the right
products. As with all aspects of distribution and
logistics, it’s a matter of getting the right products
in the right place – at the right time.
Beyond the products themselves, ASSA ABLOY
Entrance Systems provides first-rate project
management for your building site.
Our dedicated project managers are accountable
for the whole undertaking and are active from its first
stages to the final installations. Their responsibility
covers not only regulations and safety, but also making
sure that the right solution is installed for a given
application.
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Satisfaction guaranteed
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems provides a high degree
of standardization, with comprehensive product
specifications and well-established manufacturing
procedures.
So whether you’re building for a long-term tenant
or preparing a facility for short-term rentals, the
solutions you choose will be suitable for everyone.
In addition, our standardization is matched by
flexibility. While all of our solutions are attractive and
well built, tailor-made colors and other options make it
easier to match the specific wishes of your customer.
What we agree on is exactly what you receive.
Our size, strength, routines and professionalism are
all guarantees that your terms and conditions will
be fulfilled.

One point of entry for all your needs
Smoothly functioning entrances are a prerequisite for businesses. To keep them functioning at optimal levels, look to ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems to provide superior
products, innovative solutions, and incomparable service for the front, back and interior of your building.
As the world’s most comprehensive supplier of entrance automation products and services, we take an
integrative approach to the flow of people, goods and vehicles, creating solutions with the best possible balance
of cost, quality and lifetime performance.
Proven solutions and extraordinary service expertise
At our disposal is a strong portfolio of well-established brands, market leaders in their fields for decades and with
a strong history of proven solutions and extraordinary service expertise. Today they are gathered under a single
roof, at your disposal to meet all your requirements.

Besam was founded in 1962 with the development of automatic doors for the Swedish
healthcare sector. Expansion soon began into other sectors, such as transportation and
retail, as well as into other markets worldwide.

Crawford has early roots in garage doors, but commercial doors and dock equipment have been the
focus for over half a century in Europe. Crawford commercial doors provide energy efficiency, durability
and low-maintenance.

TKO pioneered the first fully impactable dock door in 1994 and today offers the broadest line of
specialty and impactable dock doors in the industry, suitable for a variety of applications.

Albany pioneered the high-speed door industry by inventing the world’s first high-speed fabric
roll-up door in Sweden in 1968. The company has since expanded internationally into a large
number of end-user segments.

The first Megadoor solution was developed in 1973 for the Swedish forestry industry, which
needed a very large kiln door with a tight seal. Business quickly expanded into mining, shipyard
and aviation applications.
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ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems is a leading supplier of entrance automation
solutions for efficient flow of goods and people. With our globally recognized
product brands Besam, Crawford, TKO, Albany and Megadoor, we offer products
and services dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for safe, secure, convenient
and sustainable operations.
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems is a division within ASSA ABLOY.
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assaabloyentrance.us

ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems
Tel: 1-866-237-2687
info.na.aaes@assaabloy.com
assaabloyentrance.us
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Follow us:

Please enter ASSA ABLOY Entrance
in the channel’s search field.

